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Defaced - Week 47

A Living Stone - My Brother John

(Part One)

After several days 'out of action' with a head cold I went to bed last night knowing
I only had today to write this weeks email.
I had intended to write regarding the article that I have been sharing over the past
two weeks but the instant I awoke this morning all that changed.
My Brother John was on my mind, along with the words 'the rejected living
stones'.
So here I am.
Let me start with my Brother John.
Today, I stand 22 days short of the 28th anniversary of having received the EIDO
Call & Vision & some 22 years away from the day I first ever met my Brother John
& Sister Jeanette Whipp.
Somehow from that first meeting, the Lord engendered an enduring, serious &
strong relationship based purely upon the Oneness of Unity we have with each
other in Christ Jesus.
Ours was never a personal social relationship based on merely seeking mutual
enjoyment or satisfaction but rather in the kindred spirit of desiring to know more
of God & what He wanted of each one of us.
Naturally, with EIDO being central to our lives, there was also some sharing of its
recent history.
It was in a private time of John's seeking of the Face of God that he was to later
share with me that he now knows 'EIDO is from God' & from then he & Jeanette
have stood with us & the 'EIDO Family' of East Africa faithfully, for over two
decades now.
In the early years together, it was more as interested brethren sharing in the
communications from Africa & prayerfully supporting the issues as they arose.
Then, many years ago, John further shared that the Lord had Called for them to
fully support EIDO which they have in every way since, eventually becoming the
only other EIDO Australia Board Members.
By God's Hand, John & Jeanette became the only persons in Australia to
continually stand firm & strong in facilitating the Vision, not only in words but
action.
Many across East Africa can attest to this.
I now stand some 23 days away from the time when I sat in an Intensive Care
Unit looking at my Brother John's comatose & paralysed body edging toward his
passing & 13 days since I helped lay his mortal remains to rest.
For Our Father had chosen to take him home & I ask not why, but instead, what
did his life mean.

What message did the life of John William Whipp leave?
I knew the man all those years, but what can one man 'really know' about
another, for what man 'truly knows' himself.
I knew from him of his troubled past, his struggle to find meaning for life, of his
former hippie life & its drugs, long gone.
I learnt of his Testimony of how Jesus Christ became his Lord & Saviour, which
was evident throughout his relationship & dealings with me.
I learnt that in his past he felt like so many of us that he was a 'rejected stone' &
dramatically found in Christ an inner peace, if not so much outwardly.
In the early days, it was our mutual experiences of personally experiencing &
witnessing a pattern of seeming regression rather than facilitation of the living
stones that had raised questions within the four of us.
The years of Seeking God's Face together through the sharing of our
observations amongst ourselves & then supplicating in prayer for some stable
form of clarification, in hindsight, proved only to serve its now understood
intended purpose to unify us for His Purpose.
Eventually, the revelation came that nothing is unknown to God & if what we
were seeing was so, then He was allowing it.
We just needed to lift it to Him & leave it with Him.
We were to Trust Him in ALL things & from there we moved forward into many
years of a close relationship centred through EIDO & its outworking.
Along the journey over those many years, we naturally discovered a lot of
different things about each other, but nothing, even remotely ever arose that
hindered, halted or jeopardised the relationship that He had formed.
I found John to be a forthright man ever willing to allow you to form your own
opinion of him, one not prone to sacrifice conviction simply for acceptance or
gain.
He was primarily a peaceful & calm man seen to be standing solidly on the
Foundation of Jesus Christ in his life.
So now I return to my question raised above:
What message did the life of John William Whipp leave?
I, of course, can only speak for myself & all I can say is that the most significant
message his life left embossed upon my heart & mind cannot be found anywhere
in the previous 22 years.
In fact, it was to come during the last months of his earthly life, flowing from his
receiving the news that cancer was present in his body.
As the time approached for them to leave for Adelaide to undergo treatment, John
twice spoke something that he repeated to us every time we met again before his
passing.
Many others have shared that he spoke the same thing to them during that time of
uncertainty in his life.
It was to be in reality his parting message to all who he loved.
As I see it, there was no more significant gift he could have possibly given to
those he left behind & those who hear or share it.
I well remember in my early days in Christ asking myself a specific question that I
had heard bandied about in Christian circles.
What would I do if someone held a gun to my head & told me to deny Christ or
die?
As much as Christ had changed my life & regardless of the Love that now filled
the void in my life with a new Divinely Given Ability to seemingly obey
unquestionably along with all my loud declarations fuelled by First Love, I
truthfully could not answer this question.
Why? because it is a hypothetical question, for how can you possibly answer it
unless you find yourself in such a position.
And even then it could not be answered by mere words but by the very act of
receiving the fate without protest & in the Peace of knowing where you were
about to go.
And a conviction of knowing that it would be gain, not loss.
On each occasion that John spoke it, his stoic matter of fact manner that
engendered in me a feeling of what it might have been like to hear Jesus talking
Truths on this earth.
All those who have told me that John spoke the same thing to them all shared
they had the same reaction to it.
He truly meant it!
John shared that he knew God could Heal but should it be his time to go home he
was prepared to accept God's Will.
For the Lord had taken him from a dangerous situation, turned him around & gave
him a good & full life.
Then with a gentle yet steadfast conviction, John declared:

AND I KNOW WHERE I AM GOING!
(Part Two Next Week)

Love,
Mwesigwa
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If you feel led to offer spiritual support at all you can either:
1. Register your spiritual support of God's Purpose for East Africa & Beyond
2. Register spiritual support & request to be kept updated with EIDO Postings
3. Register a Ministries Fellowship with EIDO and/or request for direct contact
Simply Click on the graphic or link below to add your support:
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There is such a thing called The Church Age or the Age of The Church. It began with the
Coming of Jesus & will end with the Coming of Christ. This period is a Spiritual
Movement more commonly known as The Latter Rain period. A Spiritual Movement
started it when Mary conceived Jesus & a Spiritual Movement will end it in accordance
to God’s Divine Purpose when Christ appears in the clouds to receive His Bride The
Church. Other Spiritual Movements have occurred in between bringing God’s Plan into
different levels of fulfillment such as the birthing of The Church, the Reformation &
Modern Pentecostalism. All serving God's Love to take The Church on a journey to full
maturity just as our love steers our children into their maturing. Every journey takes
steps. If I am to open my front gate I have to take many steps to get there but it is the
last step that reaches the goal. I believe from what I have come to know in serving God
in His EIDO Vision is that we are now moving through the threshold to the last step for
The Church Age. There is now a Spiritual Movement at hand that will be powerful
enough to draw in The Church to its Purposed End & EIDO is but one part of it.
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EIDO is .....
not just a Ministry or an Organisation,
it is part of an end time Spiritual Movement Of God

EIDO operates in a God Given geographical region
whilst Spiritually being part of an overall Movement of God
Destined to eventually cover The Church Worldwide.

EIDO was Spiritually assigned to an International Region comprising
the East African Community & the Mid North of South Australia.

This region, therefore, embraces the nations of Australia,
Uganda, Burundi, Tanzania, Kenya & Rwanda.

EIDO, therefore, is but one part of a Coming Worldwide Move Of God
destined to uplift the Body of Christ through its Specific Anointing
to a Conscious Awareness of God, His Kingdom & True Unity.

In accordance with His Divine Will & Purpose,
it is intentionally designed to shake the True Chruch
from its slumber, thereby releasing the shackles that have
previously kept such clarity bound.

Through it, God shall position the True Church into its rightful place,
thus enabling it TO SEE the dawning of His Bright Morning Star
& TO KNOW that in His Hands it is to be the beginning of
the final preparation of the Bride for Christ.

EIDO is a Ministry Birthed By God, but not a Ministry in the
form we have grown accustomed to.

It's Apostolic in its nature & a vessel carrying a Message of
God's Intent beating in & engendering from His Heart.

It is a Spiritual Movement.
An Impartation of Spiritual Power,
A Spiritual Shockwave
Sent out specifically designed
To engender an Awakening
A rapid escalation of deep desire
In the hearts of the Saints

It is part of A Reckoning, A Preparing, A Call To Arms,

The Final Assault.

It's the opening of the churches eyes to the Kingdom & its True Unity
& the Call God has placed on His Children to usher in
the Day Of His Son's Second Coming.

EIDO [a-doe] :

'TO SEE & TO KNOW'.
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